FP-1500+ SELF-MAILER

Economical Pressure Seal Solution
speCIAL FeAtURes
▶ Drop-In Feed System: A drop-in top feed
system produces dependable feeding of
forms with no paper fanning required.

▶ Integrated Conveyor: Provides neat,
sequential stacking of processed forms.

▶ Compact Desktop Design: The user-friendly
design provides easy installation and operation.

▶ 14” Form Length Capability: Flexibility to
process forms up to 14” in length.

▶ Fold Types: Folds Z, C, Uneven Z, Uneven C,
Half and custom folds.

▶ LED Indicators: Notify an operator when

The FP-1500+ offers a user-friendly mid-volume solution for processing
one-piece pressure-sensitive mailers. Its integrated output conveyor
keeps processed forms in a neat, sequential order. The compact
desktop design, ease of set-up and operation make this unit ideal
for processing documents in an office environment with mid-volume
applications.
A processing speed of up to 5,200 forms per hour and the capability
of processing 14” forms enable operators to complete daily jobs with
ease. The FP-1500+ is an economical solution build with quality
and reliability in mind.

the power is on, a cover is open, the paper
runs out or a fault occurs.

▶ Pre-Marked Popular Folds: Makes changing
fold type or form size quick and easy.

▶ Resettable Counter: Provides maximum
audit control.

Flexible
The FP-1500+ handles a variety of even panel
forms up to 8 1/2” x 14” including checks, invoices,
school reports, tax forms and appointment notices.
Pressure seal mailers can be used for virtually any
application that can be printed on one form.

Durable
Secifications
Hopper Capacity:

Up to 150 forms 24# (90gsm)

Fixed Speed:

Up to 5,200 forms per hour

Paper Size:

Up to 8.5’’ W x 14” L (216 W x 356 L mm)

Fold Types:

Z, C, Uneven Z, Uneven C, Half, Custom folds

Usage:

Mid-volume

Power:

220 Volts AC 50/60Hz

Dimensions:

37” L x 17” W x 13” H (940 L x 432 W x 330 H mm)

Weight:

90 lbs (41kg)

Safety Certifications:

UL Approved
FP-1500+ is powered by Formax, USA.

The heavy-duty steel construction offers the durability
and power expected of a larger unit in a smaller
package. A processing speed of up to 5,200 forms
per hour enables an operator to complete daily jobs
in no time. Plus, the integrated output conveyor keeps
processed forms in a neat, sequential order.

Ease of Operation
The FP-1500+ is designed for user-friendly operation.
Simply set your folds according to the clearly marked
settings on the fold plates, load your forms using the
drop-in feed system, press start and you’re on your
way. LED indicators show power on, fault detection,
paper out and cover open. It also includes a six-digit
counter and an integrated output conveyor.
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